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4 Claims. (C. 340-347) 

This invention relates generally to translation of analog 
voltages, and more particularly to translation of analog 
voltages by the use of current switching devices in which 
a common input current may be routed into either of two 
circuit branches. 
As is well understood, an analog voltage is representa 

tive of an amplitude within an overall amplitude range 
which may be represented by a digit code, and it is fre 
quently desired to convert an analog voltage to digital 
form, which involves comparison of the analog voltage 
with reference voltages that are representative of ampli 
tude levels in said range. In one mode of translation, 
the analog voltage may be converted to a level-representa 
tive quantity which may then be converted to digital 
form. In another mode of translation the analog volt 
age may be converted directly to digital form. 
One object of the present invention is to provide im 

proved apparatus for translation of an analog voltage 
according to either of said modes. 

Another object of the invention is to provide apparatus 
for the stated purpose which has the advantages of sim 
plicity and high speed of operation. 

Other objects of the invention will become apparent 
as the description proceeds. 
A novel feature of the invention is the provision of 

apparatus comprising: a plurality of successive compara 
tors each including a pair of circuit branches, a common 
current input to said branches, and means for routing the 
input current through one or the other of said branches 
depending on whether the analog voltage to be translated 
is less or greater than a predetermined reference voltage; 
means connecting one of the circuit branches of each 
comparator except the last to the current input of the 
next succeeding comparator; and an output connection 
extending from each of the other circuit branches. 

Another novel feature of the invention is the provision 
of apparatus comprising: a plurality of analog-to-digital 
converters corresponding in number to the number of 
digits in a pre-selected digit code, each of said converters 
comprising a number of comparators corresponding to 
the number of changes of the digit represented by the 
converter, there being plural successive comparators in 
at least some of said converters, each of said comparators 
including a pair of circuit branches, a common current 
input to said branches, and means for routing the input 
current through one or the other of said branches as a 
result of comparison of two applied voltages; means for 
applying to each comparator a reference voltage repre 
senting a digit change; means for applying the analog 
voltage to each of said comparators for comparison with 
the reference voltage applied thereto; means connecting 
one of the circuit branches of each comparator except the 
last of plural comparators of a converter to the current 
input of the next succeeding comparator; and a voltage 
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output connection extending from each of the other cir 
cuit branches. 
The invention may be fully understood from the fol 

lowing detailed description with reference to the accom 
panying drawings wherein 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of apparatus according to 
this invention for translation of an analog voltage to a 
level-representative quantity; 

FIG. 2 is a schematic illustration of two successive 
comparators in accordance with this invention, as em 
ployed in the apparatus of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 shows a digit code according to which an analog 
voltage is to be converted to digital form; and 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a system according to the 
invention for converting an analog voltage to digital 
form according to the digit code of FIG. 3. 

Referring first to FIG. 1, suppose that the overall am 
plitude range of an analog voltage is represented by m 
levels each of which represents a number of a digit code. 
Suppose further that the reference voltages are pro 
duced each of which has an amplitude intermediate two 
consecutive ones of said levels. In the apparatus of 
FIG. 1 there are m-1 comparators C to C1, and 
there are m-1 reference voltages r to rm applied re 
spectively to the comparators, for example by means of 
a battery 10 and a potentiometer 11. The analog volt 
age V from a source 12 is applied simultaneously to all 
of the comparators for comparison with the reference 
Voltages. Each of the comparators has two circuit 
branches as hereinafter described. A constant current I 
is supplied to the first comparator C, as by means of a 
battery 13 and a resistor 14. 

In operation of the apparatus shown in FIG. 1, if the 
analog voltage V is less than the reference voltage r, the 
current I is routed so that an output voltage appears at 
output connection a1. However if the analog voltage V 
is greater than the reference voltage ri, current I is routed 
through voltage translation block T to comparator C. 
where the analog voltage V is compared with the refer 
ence Voltage ra. If the analog voltage V is less than the 
reference voltage r2, the the current is routed so that an 
output voltage appears at output connection ag. How 
ever if the analog voltage V is greater than the reference 
voltage re, the current is routed on to the next compara 
tor. If the analog voltage V is of such amplitude that 
current is routed to the final comparator C-1, the analog 
voltage is compared with reference voltage rm 1, and an 
ouput voltage appears either at output connection a 
or am depending on whether the analog voltage is less 
or greater than the reference voltage r1. 
From the foregoing description it will be seen that in 

any instance an output voltage will appear at one end 
only one of the output connection a to am, depending 
on the amplitude of the analog voltage. This output 
voltage may be readily converted, if desired, to the digital 
number which it represents, as will be well understood 
by those skilled in the art. 

Referring now to FIG. 2, there are shown schemati 
cally the comparators C and C of FIG. 1 which are 
typical of any two consecutive comparators in an appara 
tus of the character shown in FIG. 1. Comparators C. 
comprises transistors 15 and 16 whose emitters are con 
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nected to the common current input. The analog volt 
age is applied to the base of transistor 15, while the ref 
erence voltage r is applied to the base of transistor 6. 
The input current I is routed through either of the cir 
cuit branches which include the transistors, according to 
whether the analog voltage is less or greater than the 
reference voltage r1. If the analog voltage is greater 
than the reference voltage r1 the current is routed through 
transistor 16 to comparator C. via a voltage translating ar 
rangement including in Zener diode 17 and a resistor 18. 
Comparator C comprises transistors 19 and 20 through 
either of which the input current is routed depending on 
whether the analog voltage is less or greater than the 
reference voltage ra. 

Referring now to FIG. 3, there is shown a three-digit 
code whose digits are designated D.D. and D3. It will 
be noted that digit D1 changes once, digit D2 changes 
twice, and digit D changes four times. In converting an 
analog voltage to digital form according to the code 
shown, seven reference voltages r1 to r, are utilized as 
hereinafter described. 

FIG. 4 shows a system according to this invention for 
converting an analog voltage directly to digital form ac 
cording to the digit code of FIG. 3. In this system there 
are three analog-to-digital converters 21 to 23 correspond 
ing respectively to the digits D1, Da and D3 of the code of 
FIG. 3. Since digit D changes only once, converter 21 
comprises a single comparator 24 which is similar to one 
of the comparators in FIGS. 1 and 2 as above-described. 
Since digit D changes twice, converter 22 comprises two 
comparators 25 and 26 and a voltage translation block 
27. Since digit D changes four times, converter 23 com 
prises four comparators 28 to 31 and three voltage trans 
lating blocks 32 to 34. Constant current I is Supplied to 
the three converters, as by means of a battery 35 and 
resistors 36 to 38. 
The reference voltages r1 to r as represented in FIG. 3 

are supplied to the comparators from a source 39 which 
may comprise a battery and a potentiometer, as in FIG. 1, 
with seven taps on the potentiometer for deriving the 
seven reference voltages. The reference voltage ra rep 
presents the change of digit D1 (between 0 and 1) and 
it is applied to comparator 24 over connection 40. Refer 
ence voltages r2 and ris represent the changes of digit D2 
and they are applied respectively to comparators 25 and 
26 over connections 41 and 42. Reference voltages r1, 
rs, rs and r represent the changes of digit D3 and they 
are applied respectively to comparators 28 to 31 over 
connections 43 to 46. 

Block 47 represents any source of analog voltage which 
is supplied simultaneously to the comparators of the 
three converters over connections 48 to 50. 

In operation, comparator 24 determines whether the 
analog voltage is less or greater than reference voltage ra, 
and an output voltage appears either at output connection 
51 representing ZERO or at output connection 52 rep 
resenting ONE. 
Comparators 25 and 26 compare the analog voltage 

with reference voltages r and re. If the analog voltage 
is less than r an output voltage appears at output con 
nection 53 representing ZERO. If the analog voltage is 
greater than r but less than rs an output voltage appears 
at output connection 54 representing ONE. If the analog 
voltage is greater than re an output voltage appears at 
output connection 55 representing ZERO. 

Comparators 28 to 31 compare the analog voltage with 
reference voltages r1, r's, r's and ri. If the analog voltage 
is less than r an output voltage appears at output con 
nection 56 representing ZERO. If the analog voltage is 
greater than r1 but less than r an output voltage appears 
at output connection 57 representing ONE. If the analog 
voltage is greater than r but less than is an output voltage 
appears at output connection 58 representing ONE. If 
the analog voltage is greater than ris but less than r an 
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output voltage appears at output connection 59 represent- 75 

4. 
ing ONE. If the analog voltage is greater than r an 
output voltage appears at output connection 60 represent 
ing ZERO. 

While a system for analog-to-digital conversion ac 
cording to a three-digit code has been described, it will 
be apparent that the invention is applicable for conversion 
according to other codes such as a four-digit code. 

In some instances it may be desirable to equalize as 
far as possible the number of comparators in the con 
verters. This can be done by rearranging the code so 
as to minimize the number of changes of each digit. One 
advantage of this is that it minimizes the "encoding time.” 
While the invention has been described with particu 

lar reference to the illustrated embodiments, it will be 
understood that the invention is not limited thereto but 
contemplates such modifications and further embodiments 
as may occur to those skilled in the art. 
We claim: 
B. In a system for translation of an analog voltage, the 

combination comprising: a first comparator comprising a 
pair of transistors having their emitters connected to a 
common current input, means for Supplying constant 
current to said input, means for applying said analog 
voltage to the base of only one of said transistors, an 
output connection extending from the collector of said 
one transistor, means for applying a first reference 
voltage to the base of only the other of said transistors, 
a second comparator comprising a second pair of tran 
sistors having their emitters connected together and 
coupled to the collector of said other transistor, means 
for applying said analog voltage to the base of only one 
of said second pair of transistors, an output connection 
extending from the collector of the same transistor, means 
for applying a second reference voltage to the base of 
only the other of said second pair of transistors, and an 
output connection extending from the collector of the 
same transistor. 

2. A system according to claim 1, including a Zener 
diode interconnecting said comparators, and a resistor 
having one end connected to the emitters of said second 
pair of transistors and having its other end connected to 
a voltage source. 

3. In a system for translation of an analog voltage, 
the combination comprising: a first comparator com 
prising a pair of transistors having their emitters con 
nected to a common current input, means for Supplying 
constant current to said input, means for applying said 
analog voltage to the base of only one of said transistors, 
an output connection extending from the collector of said 
one transistor, means providing plural reference voltages 
comprising a D.C. source and a voltage divider connected 
in series, means for applying a first reference voltage from 
said divider to the base of only the other of said transis 
tors, a second comparator comprising a second pair of 
transistors having their emitters connected together and 
coupled to the collector of said other transistor, means 
for applying said analog voltage to the base of only one 
of said second pair of transistors, an output connection 
extending from the collector of the same transistor, means 
for applying a second reference voltage from said divider 
to the base of only the other of said second pair of tran 
sistors, and an output connection extending from the 
collector of the same transistor. 

4. A system for converting an analog voltage to digital 
form according to a binary digit code wherein each digit 
changes from 0 to 1 or vice versa a predetermined num 
ber of times, comprising: a plurality of analog-to-digital 
converters corresponding in number to the number of 
digits in the code, each of said converters comprising a 
number of comparators corresponding to the number of 
changes of the digit represented by the converter, each 
of said comparators comprising a pair of transistors hav 
ing their emitters connected to a common input, there 
being plural successive comparators in at least some of 
said converters with each succeeding comparator having 
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its common input coupled to the collector of one of the 
transistors of the preceding comparator, output connec 
tions extending from all of the other collectors of the 
transistors constituting said converters, means for apply 
ing said analog voltage to the base of one of the transis 
tors of each of said comparators, means for applying to 
the base of the other transistor of each comparator a 
reference voltage representing a digit change in said 
digit code, and means for supplying constant current to 
the input of each of said converters, whereby said cur 
rent is routed in each converter according to the ampli 

tude of said analog voltage and an output voltage appears 
at one of the output connections of each converter rep 
resenting the corresponding digit of the digital value 
of said analog voltage. 
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